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Anchored in

SAFETY

Starting in July, the entire Bordelon Marine
fleet will be equipped with Automated
External Defibrillators (AED). All vessels
will have a HeartSine Samaritan PAD 300P
defibrillator. These will be compact, easy
to use and very much needed lifesaving
technology.

M/V Connor Bordelon leaving the dry dock and approaching the shipyard dock for the
very first time in Houma, Louisiana.

Notes from the Helm
Welcome everyone, to the first edition
of Dockside. This newsletter is designed
to give you up-to-date information
regarding company activities, changes,
accomplishments and anything else
you might need to know about Bordelon
Marine. We hope that this publication will
become a useful source of information as
well as an interesting and entertaining read
now and again.
The past few years have been exceptional
for Bordelon Marine. For those of you
who have been with us, you’ve seen
the creation of a new Shipyard, a new
Houma Operations Office, the building of
a new deep-water class PSV called the
Stingray series, and significant internal
growth in various departments including
HSES, Human Resources, Operations
and Marketing. None of which could have
happened without your talent and support.
This little company has truly reinvented
itself for the next decade and beyond. And

I hope everyone will feel a sense of pride
in knowing that you where a part of that
accomplishment.
The shipyard and the Stingray series of
vessels represent a new chapter in the
evolution of Bordelon Marine. The dream
of building a world-class vessel has been
a part of my thoughts for many years. But
the concept really began to take shape in
the spring of 2011. The Shipyard opened
its doors in July and by late August we were
receiving our first batch of steel. The yard
continued to grow and evolve meaningfully
over the next year as we developed our
procedures and brought in the people
and equipment necessary to build the
first Stingray (M/v Connor Bordelon). The
Shipyard team certainly had their hands
full and overcame tremendous challenges
finishing off the construction of a new
shipyard while building a first-of-its-kind
high Spec PSV at the same time. No small
accomplishment. Hats off you to all! (more pg 2)
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Sudden Cardiac Arrest (SCA) is a leading
cause of death globally. Response time is
critical for survival. The HeartSine Samaritan
PAD 300P was designed especially for use
in public areas by providing a sophisticated
defibrillator for adult and pediatric use,
inside a lightweight and easy-to-use system.
• Approximately 890 deaths from coronary
heart disease occur outside of the hospital
or emergency room every day.
• Chances of survival from SCA diminish by
seven to ten percent for each minute without
immediate CPR or defibrillation.
• Ventricular fibrillation may be restored to
normal rhythm up to 60 percent of the time
if treated promptly with an AED.
• AEDs are an important lifesaving
technology and may have a role to play in
treating work place cardiac arrest. AEDs had
twice as many victims survive compared to
first aid CPR. (more pg 2)
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Compact
Easy to Use
Lifesaving Technology
Easy to Follow Visual and Verbal Guides
User-friendly. The Samaritan PAD
300P features easy to understand
visual and voice prompts that guide
a user through the process including
CPR coaching.
Two-button operation. Only two
buttons, ON/OFF and SHOCK, are
required, providing straightforward
operation.
Always ready. A System Status Ready
indicator flashes to show that the
complete system is operational and
ready for use. Device automatically
runs self check each week.
Chris Martin
HSES Manager
Bordelon Marine

The Resource
New Health Insurance Coverage Options
The new health care law, known as the Affordable Care Act,
requires all individuals to maintain health insurance, with
some exceptions. Beginning in 2014, there will be a new way
to buy health insurance. Each state will offer private health
insurance through competitive marketplaces, known as
an Affordable Health Insurance Exchange (Exchange).
The exchange will allow direct comparisons of private
health insurance options on the basis of price, quality,
and other factors and will coordinate eligibility
for premium tax credits and other affordability
QUARTERLY
programs. On July 2, 2013, the Obama
Administration announced that key parts of
the Affordable Care Act will be delayed for one
year, until 2015. However, all exchanges will
•
launch open enrollment in October 2013
July
with coverage becoming effective as early
Heat Stress
as January 1, 2014.
••
Employees, who are eligible for coverage
August
through Bordelon Marine, may not
Hurricane Preparedness
qualify for lower monthly premiums
••
and premium tax credits through the
September
Permit to Work
exchange. If you purchase a health
•
plan through the exchange instead of
accepting the health coverage offered
by Bordelon Marine, you will lose the
employer contribution to the premium.

SAFETY
FOCUS

A notice providing basic information
about the exchange program will go out
to all employees prior to the fall open
enrollment period.

We can’t forget the core-fleet crews and mangers also. For
without their efforts and success in keeping the fleet vessels
working and operating safely, none of this could have been
possible. The core-fleet team has made exceptional strides
in taking our HSES programs to the next level. Including the
implementation of our new ISM programs, upgrading the
vessel on board software systems, updating and standardizing
all of our SOM forms and manuals, as well as rolling out a
series of new BBS programs. Not to mention they did all of this
over the last year from temporary offices, makeshift facilities,
and in some cases from their cars. Talk about a group that
knows how to get it done. Hats off to you as well!
Special thanks and recognition goes out to our Mariners also
for their help in achieving a company-wide (2) year no LTI
milestone. Including (6) vessels which have reached their (5)
year no LTI milestone this year. Great Job!
The M/V Connor will begin its service as a well stimulation
vessel on a multi year option charter for Baker Hughes. We
are excited to work with Baker and look forward developing
this new relationship. We also welcome all of the new Mariners
coming aboard to operate the Connor and hope they will find a
home here at Bordelon Marine.
Thank you all for your hard work and dedication. Be safe out
there and never underestimate what you can accomplish with a
good heart and a good mind.

Wes Bordelon
President | CEO
Bordelon Marine

Bordelon Marine offers health coverage to eligible employees
through Aetna. Aetna’s plans offer several advantages such as no
prescription deductibles, emergency room service co-pays, and
in-network diagnostic labs and x-rays covered at 100 percent. All
eligible employees have the option to choose from a Base or Buyup plan. The Buy-up plan offers substantial savings such as lower
deductibles and lower out-of-pocket costs.
In addition to the advantages to the plans, Aetna also offers exclusive
discounts to members. The Aetna Discount Program is included as
part of your insurance plan at no extra cost to you. Discounts include
gym memberships, fitness plans, diet and meal plans, eye exams,
frames and lenses, hearing exams, hearing aids, and much more. To
learn more about how you can start saving and become a healthier
you, log in at www.aetna.com and click on the discounts tab.
Bordelon Marine’s open enrollment will continue throughout the
month of July. Once the open enrollment period has passed, you will
not be eligible to add, change, or terminate your coverage without a
life changing event.
Please feel free to contact the Human Resources Department with any questions
or concerns you may have about your health insurance options.

Desiree Loupe
Human Resources
Bordelon Marine
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Employee
Spotlight

Captains
CORNER
The time has come, the operations department would
like to take this time to welcome the newest addition
to the fleet. The first of the stingray class the Connor
Bordelon. Also we want to welcome Masters Allen
Brunet and William Hawkee, Chiefs Keith Adams and
John Hudnall.
Now for the good news for Bordelon marine past and
present. Opportunities are there for the taking and
have started already. Dave McDonald is the first of
hopefully many to take the leap onto the Stingray. Dave
will be moving into a mates position on the Connor. He
started with Bordelon February 09, and has grown with
the company ever since. There are also other members
of the Bordelon team that are in the process of getting
the proper credentials to move onto the stingray.
For all you Mariners that are working for Bordelon
now and are wanting to get on the Connor, good news
the next stingray is right around the corner. So take
advantage of the opportunities that await you. Here
is a quick Overview of what documents a mariner will
need to work on the Connor. All mariners on board the
Connor will hold some type of USCG documentation.
To obtain these documents check with local USCG on
the criteria to apply for the proper documentations.
• 3000 Ton Masters License w/ a DPO certificate
• 4400 or greater HP Chief Engineer
• 3000 Ton Mate with a DPO certificate
• Able Body Seamen ( Unlimited )
• Ordinary Seaman
Stephen Cheramie
Director of Operations
Bordelon Marine

Yard Talk
Thanks to everyone that has been
a part of our shipbuilding team. It
has been a very big challenge and
we have met each hurdle with poise
and determination. The M/V Connor
Bordelon will be launched soon
and will mark a new chapter in our
company. Every foreman, welder,
fitter, and helper has played an
important role in the construction
of our first vessel. As our co-workers
from the BMI fleet receive our boat,
let us be proud that we gave them
a high quality and reliable vessel so
they may perform their jobs safely
and securely. Whether at the dock
or 100 miles offshore in 12 foot
seas, our mariners can trust our
workmanship.
Shipbuilding is not an overnight
process,it takes months and
months of hard work.
As the
Connor leaves the dock, let us take
a step back and admire what we
have built together. I am very proud
of our team and we are only going
to get better from here. With the
next hulls under construction now,
remember what we are creating.
Make each cut, weld, fire watch,
hour, day, week count…there are
many people counting on us!
Great Job!
Gary Stansbury, Jr
President

Ronny Friloux
Warehouse & Supply Manager
Bordelon Marine

So tell me about yourself?
I am a Falcons fan and I like to play music,
and I am in a band.
What is the name of your band?
DNA
What instrument do you play?
Guitar
Where do you play music?
We play at local venues on the weekends,
but we are taking a break. My next show
will be at the Cut Off Fair in September.
My wife also sings in the band.
Did you ever try to pursue the rock star career?
No, I had kids early in life so music has
always just been a hobby.
How many kids do you have?
2; 18 & 16
How long have you been married?
We make one year this Friday, July 19th;
the day of the Christening!
So what do you enjoy most about working at
Bordelon Marine?
The people, I get along with everyone and
we try to have fun whenever possible.
Can you describe your job at Bordelon?
I handle purchasing of supplies for our
vessels, and also directing the drivers for
pick ups and crew changes.

Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders

What did you do before you worked here?
I ran a roofing crew for Quality Roofing for
8 years. Prior to that I worked for Teche’
Electric working counter sales before
coming to Bordelon Marine.

DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE IN MARINE SERVICES
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did ya know...?
Performance
Awards

Bordelon Marine hosted a small performance awards
ceremony to congratulate our captains for keeping the
boats safe and free of any injury or accident.
From left to right:
•Joseph Verret, Captain on the Jim Bordelon - 2 yrs
•Cedric Scott, Captain on the Will Bordelon - 2 yrs
•Moe Plaisance, Captain on the Terry Bordelon - 5 yrs
•Eric McDermott, Captain on the REB Bordelon - 2 yrs
•Ron Pennington, Captain on the Sarah Bordelon - 5 yrs
•Stanford Woodward, Captain on the Sarah Bordelon - 5 yrs
•Dave McDonald, Captain on the Marcelle Bordelon - 3 yrs
Bordelon Marine would like to thank all the Captains and
crew members for keeping safety a top priority. Keep up
the great work!

T
GREA
JOB!

5 YEARS NO LTI

Kudos

- Rick Strynar, Test Director for QS MOD 3

To All:

I have had the pleasure of working with Bordelon Marine, Inc. and Bordelon Marine Shipyard
over the past 7+ months. From the mobilization planning and mobilization of the M/V
Terry Bordelon to the demobilization of the vessel. I was also present when the M/V Terry
Bordelon put up its 5 year no lost time accident award on the vessel and the 2 year no lost
time accident award for Bordelon Marine, Inc. Having worked with the Shipyard and the
Marine side I can see why these awards have been achieved and I can also see why Bordelon
Marine, Inc. is one of the best vessel companies I have had the pleasure of working with.

Our project was very mariner intensive. We depended on the captain and the vessel to be able
to keep us within 5 ft. of a straight line that was plotted and while doing that, watch out for
other vessels, communications with other vessels operating in the same area, and all the rest
of the normal activities that go with marine operations. A very difficult job that was handled
and executed extremely well allowing us to collect the data we needed.
The personnel are what make this company as good as they are which is a direct insight on
the staff and management of the company itself. The speed and determination to keep the
vessel running and issues take care of were superb. The project ran from start to completion
incident free. The mobilization went extremely well and on schedule and the demobe of the
vessel has gone just as well. It’s credit that Bordelon has selected quality contractors and
hired quality personnel and continues to exceed customer’s requirements and satisfaction
on a grand scale. I highly recommend Bordelon Marine, Inc. and Bordelon Marine Shipyard
to all who can use the services they provide.

"The Lilly Bordelon was key in the successful outcome of this most difficult test
event. Capt. Toby did an outstanding job and provided excellent test support.
Capt. Rob Orr was a very proficient mariner who also provided excellent
test support. Chief Engineer Carl Puder was a "stud", always ready to help,
providing good ideas and a very can-do attitude. Upon recovery of the cable
the cable winch suffered a hydraulic hose failure, rendering it inoperable. Deck
Hand Chuck Blackman also did a great job always there, ready to help. Your
new cook Susan's meal service was also outstanding. I gained 5lbs."

"I look forward to working the Team Lilly Bordelon again."

PHOTO
CONTEST
GET CAUGHT... BEING SAFE!
Each vessel will be allowed to submit one
photo displaying safe work habits!

• Deadline to submit photos is September 30th •
PRIZE INCLUDES
• $25 Gift Card • T-Shirt for each Crew Member

Sincerely,

Please submit photos to contest@bordelonmarine.com
or turn in to your port captain during crew change.
Please include the vessel name.

Jeffrey S, Carr
Offshore Project Coordinator
CEMC US Offshore

Winners will be notified and displayed in our next issue.
All photos entered will become property of Bordelon Marine

Please visit our website @ www.bordelonmarine.com for more info on our vessels, safety records or company policies.
Questions or concerns regarding this newsletter, please email them to marketing@bordelonmarine.com
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